This is a living segmentation of the evolving blockchain, and distributed ledger technology (DLT) space, more broadly. Its creation was inspired by the growing complexity of this emerging market, and in particular, all the innovation happening outside the core DLT development area. This landscape both reflects and decipher the complexity of today's vendor landscape. It includes all the Hyperledger Foundation projects - graduated and incubating - and places them in the broader market context.

### Platforms
- Management/Operations
- Incubating
- Other Products
- Member Products
- Other Products

### Development tools/platforms
- Industrial-specific applications and decentralized marketplaces
- Network
- Other Products
- Member Products

### Analytics/Monitoring tools
- Application tooling/integrations
- Graduated
- Member Products
- Other Products

### Application integrations
- Smart contracts/tokenization
- Smart contract languages/execution environments
- Member
- Other Products

### Legal contracts
- Digital token frameworks
- Digital wallets

### Network of ledgers projects
- Distributed storage/file systems
- Artificial Intelligence
- Internet of Things
- Cybersecurity

### Technology Intersections
- Blockchain databases
- Distributed storage/file systems
- Artificial Intelligence
- Internet of Things

### Interoperability
- Network of ledgers projects
- Point-to-point and overlayer approaches

### Distributed Ledgers
- Permissioned
- Hybrid
- Permissionless

### Computing Infrastructure
- Cloud, On-premises, Orchestration

---

Hyperledger DLT Landscape

See the interactive landscape at dltlandscape.org

Greyed logos are not open source.